
The Wine Steward’s 

RED  

COLLECTOR 
W I N E   C L U B 

November 2021 
 

 

WINE:  2018 DeLILLE CELLARS ‘D2’  
 

SOURCE:  Columbia Valley, Washington State 
 

GRAPES:  67% Merlot, 28% Cabernet 

Sauvignon, 3% Cabernet Franc, 2% Petit Verdot 

         

ATTITUDE:  Solidity  

 

FOOD:  Meats, braised or roasted   
 

 

REASSURANCE 
   

When Yours Truly fears the wine industry is discouraging the consumer’s “intellectual growth” by 

delivering uber-ripe, forward-fruited, sweetened and amended “dumb-down” concoctions, I take great 

comfort in the repeated success of this particular Washington State red. 
 

‘D2,’ named for the autoroute traversing Bordeaux’s famous Left Bank, gratifies the palate AND the 

intellect – and it does it with one hell of a track record.  Even the little ol’ Wine Steward has clubbed it no 

fewer than six times, as we’ve recognized a solid, sturdy, smartly sensuous bottling here, year after year. 
 

From possibly the world’s best place for the Merlot grape comes the encore performance of a blend 

emphasizing that unfairly-maligned variety (consider: it is Bordeaux’s MOST planted grape!).  From a 

distinctively important wine country where the summer days are longer (based on latitude), the rainfall is 

lower (this is generally considered high desert), and the glacier-supplied irrigation can be applied when the 

winegrower deems it necessary . . . from this remarkable alternative to more-familiar Napa comes wine 

thoughtfulness AND value – again. 
 

As we head toward the winter months, I encourage you to consider the long-cooked meals for such a 

savory red.  Your braised short ribs, pot roast, and prime rib will all love an audience with you and D2.  

Root vegetables and mushrooms clamor for inclusion.  Your dog is gazing up expectantly, hoping for the 

bone.  Don’t have a dog?  The neighbor’s is probably waiting at your front door. 

  
 

Remarkably:  39.99 / 35.99 for all wine club members 



 

 

WINE:  2018 Lancaster ‘Winemaker’s Cuvée’  
 

 

SOURCE:  Alexander Valley, Sonoma County  
 

 

ATTITUDE:  Worthy of You   

 

GRAPES:  69% Cabernet Sauvignon, 27% Merlot, 

         2% Cabernet Franc, 1% Petit Verdot, 1% Malbec 

 

FOOD:  Filet Mignon, shrooms on the side   

 
 

 

 

A “Brand” or a “Wine”? 
  

The Lancaster label has more exposure in the market than many of the reds we show you.  May I briefly 

present three justifications for its submission from The Wine Steward?   

 

OUR STAMP OF APPROVAL ON A WINE WHICH USED TO UNDER-ACHIEVE: 

Yes, Lancaster has been out there for quite some time, but only until more recently has it transcended 

“high-profile brand” to become a valid wine.  We present this “Winemaker’s Cuvée” as our 

acknowledgement of that ascendence.  Plus, it’s nice to see something familiar once in a while, yes?! 

 

OUR PROVISION OF RELATIVE VALUE: 

Feel free to rummage around the Internet for typical pricing on this particular wine.  – Or I’ll do it for 

you.  All the Super Powers of Winedom have it in the mid-$80’s.  Our price starts at 68.99 and drops – 

with your member discount – to 62.09 while supplies last.  Now, we also acknowledge:  A better price 

doth not a great wine make, so read on. 

 

OUR REQUIREMENT OF HONESTY and TIPICITY: 

Ten years ago, Lancaster would not have struck me as “honest” and “typical” to location, not to mention 

“delicious” (though I just mentioned it).  Now, though, it is all three of those.  Dark plums and sweet 

tobacco scents and flavors certainly indulge the casual consumer’s palate, but the inquiring taster will find 

the satisfaction of PLACE in this “Winemaker’s Cuvée”:  A very “Alexander Valley” experience of other-

than-Napa freshly-turned earth.  There is a bit of “Bordeaux-ness” happening in this layered wine.  

Consider the pleasantly full-bodied texture and what happens simultaneously:  The brightness of acidity.  

Your mouth is indulged AND refreshed, and – most importantly for the enjoyment of this Lancaster – 

induced to include protein in the experience.  Please enjoy a nice winter feast with this wine!     

  
 

68.99 / 62.09 for all wine club members 



The Wine Steward’s 

World Class 
W I N E   C L U B 

November 2021  
 

WINE:  2016 Notedincanto Brunello di Montalcino 
   

SOURCE:  Montalcino, Tuscany, Italy 
 

GRAPES:  100% Sangiovese 
 

ATTITUDE:  Drink-Now!     
 

FOOD:  Thick, rare ribeye 
 

 

A THEME IS FORMING 

Last month we provided a Chateauneuf-du-Pape originally destined for the restaurant market which, as we 

all know, ceased to exist last year.  Therefore YOU got it.  One of you savvy Chateauneuf lovers has 

reported back, “It just didn’t have the oomph I expect from that category.”  My reply:  “It was meant to be 

an undaunting easy-drinker anyone might enjoy from a wine list AND did you notice that it DIDN’T cost 

fifty bucks?”  We have more of that wine by the way, and with your adjusted expectations we expect YOU 

to carelessly guzzle a few more easy-drinking, affordable bottles. 
 

THIS month’s provisions (yes, both of them) are products of the same scenario.  They are good (if not 

magnificent) and more affordable examples of their respective types, and this time both come from Italy. 
 

Brunello di Montalcino is arguably one of Italy’s two or three most famous red wines.  As the name 

implies, it hails from Montalcino in southern Tuscany.  Per the typical American’s measurement of wine 

greatness including deep and dark color, Brunello might surprise and even disappoint.  As 100% 

Sangiovese (the local requirement) it rarely aspires to hugeness of color.  This grape features red, not 

purple, hues which, as “Brunello” implies, tend to “brown” with a little age.  “Redness” continues as the 

prevalent theme in the scent of cherries with an extra, oh-so-Tuscan aspect of sottobosco, or underbrush.  

Act III, the actual flavors, concur.  Sangiovese tends to be a middleweight in texture, emphasizing protein-

preferring brightness over more ponderous cocktail wine styling.   
 

This Brunello originally destined for a fine eatery’s wine list especially plays this way, yet one more aspect 

justifies it as “more important” Sangiovese:  A subtle but undeniable sense of red syrup.  For those 

understanding this varietal’s traits of red color, red fruit perfume, and cherry red, medium-bodied 

discretion there is the final reward of measured decadence.  I hope you identify that!     

    
 

49.99 / 44.99 for Wine Club Members 



 

 

 

WINE:  2015 Reversanti 
 

 

SOURCE:  Barbaresco, Piemonte, Italy 
 

 

GRAPES:  100% Nebbiolo 
 

 

ATTITUDE:  Deserving of a big, round glass  

   + Air Time 

   + a Careful Nose 

   + Scroll down … 
 

 

FOOD:  GOOD FOOD!                                                                 
 

 

 

YET ANOTHER AFFORDABLE RESTAURANT “BTG” VERSION 
 

I just called Brunello di Montalcino “one of Italy’s two or three most famous reds.”  Nebbiolo, as grown in 

Italy’s northwest region of Piemonte, is another – when specifically grown in Barolo and neighboring 

Barbaresco.   
 

Like the Brunello, this Reversanti version of Barbaresco (“The Queen of Nebbiolo”) is a less ageworthy, 

drink-now example originally meant for restaurant wine lists.  Here is a silver lining, Pandemic-windfall 

bottle for YOU to savor instead. 
 

Know this: I originally tasted the 2016 Reversanti with Enzo (its vendor) and immediately made a club 

commitment.  Hours later came the news that there would not be enough of the 2016 to fulfill your 

needs, but enough of its 2015 counterpart remained in the local warehouse.  Tasting that, I assented:  

We’d club the 2015 AND I also bought all the remaining 2016 for those interested in comparing.  I hope 

you’re up for that, because we now have a lot of bargain Barbaresco downstairs! 
 

2015 and 2016 were both very good vintages for Piemonte as well as for Tuscany.  The difference 

between these two good years is well-represented by the pair of Reversanti Barbaresci.  This 2015 is a 

little more easygoing and mildly “red” in its fruit while the 2016 sports a darker appearance and slightly 

more serious intensity of character. 
 

BOTH, however, are relatively ready to drink for a wine type which ordinarily needs some age to fully 

reveal itself.  This morning I poured a half glass (please use the Pinot Noir type if you have it) and 

immediately tasted:  The wine was reluctant; vague in scent and short on the palate.  Then I went 

downstairs to help Dawn open the store.  Returning fifteen minutes later, I found the wine in my “mini 

decanter” to be finding its voice.  Dusky strawberries and potpourri were emerging and the juicy palate 

feel was beginning to lengthen.  A previously-experienced bottle of 2015 Reversanti was drinking 

BETTER on Day 2, so factor that in.  Perhaps you should decant this for the few hours it takes to make the 

osso buco and porcini polenta that’s meant to accompany?      
 

36.99 / 33.29 for Wine Club Members  



      The Wine Steward’s 

C A L I F O R N I A  
(Pacific Coast) 

W I N E   C L U B 
November 2021 

 

WINE:  2018 “Para Maria de los Tecolotes” by Stolpman 
 

SOURCE:  Ballard Canyon, Santa Barbara County  
      

GRAPES:  80% Syrah / 20% Petit Verdot 
 

ATTITUDE:  Jollity!   
 

FOOD:  Grilled sausages   
 

 

GOTTA BE BRIEF 

 

These November notes are taking me forever to get out to you, so let me be a little briefer than usual.  

(Actually, many of you might consider that a good thing!) 

 

This comes from Stolpman Vineyards located in the sub-AVA of Ballard Canyon, which hides amid the 

hills east of Buellton on Highway 101.  It honors Stolpman vineyard manager Ruben Solorzano’s wife 

Maria, alluding to the nickname for her and her fellow villagers in Maria’s hometown of Tecolote (“night 

owl”) in Jalisco, Mexico. 

 

 “Para Maria” has seen several club placements over the years, so you longtime members know what to 

expect here:  Vibrant floral perfume emphasizing violets, and a lush and easy mouthful of purple and blue 

fruits.  A bit like Beaujolais on steroids, I especially anticipate one particular food pairing for this juicy 

concoction: 

 

GRILLED 
SAUSAGES 

              !!!!! (that used up some space) 
 
 

22.99 / 20.69 for all wine club members 

 



  

          WINE:  2020 Stolpman Vineyards ‘La Cuadrilla’       

 

   SOURCE:  Ballard Canyon, Santa Barbara County  

 

   GRAPES:  70% Syrah / 15% Grenache  

                             / 15% Sangiovese 

 

          ATTITUDE:  Ballard Canyon  

 

          FOOD:  Lamb Burgers    

 

 

 

 

 

 

ANOTHER ‘CUADRILLA’! 
 

The only thing getting in the way of longtime club members recognizing yet another vintage of La 

Cuadrilla landing in their bag is the ever-changing label design.  Well, I guess that’s keeping a graphic 

designer employed! 
 

It’s also helping with the employment of and appreciation for the vineyard crew (“cuadrilla”) at Stolpman 

Vineyards.  This producer was among the first to value its mostly-Mexican staff at a higher level by 

employing them year-round.  This negated the need for the seasonal search for the next temporary job.   
 

This particular Stolpman bottling also acknowledges La Cuadrilla by providing those workers with its 

profits.  Your enjoyment of it - by extension – is also supportive! 
 

I noted above that this wine’s attitude is “Ballard Canyon.”  What did I mean?  The location of this Santa 

Barbara sub-AVA (American Viticultural Area) truly defines the cepage (grape ingredients) and character of 

La Cuadrilla.  Here, we are due east of the great Pinot Noir subregion of Santa Rita Hills and west of the 

warmer Happy Canyon of Santa Barbara situation which emphasizes Bordeaux varieties such as Cabernet 

Sauvignon.  Over time, the Stolpmans and their neighbors have recognized this special “in-between” 

situation as terrific for Syrah.  Certainly, Cabernet would be a more convenient crop per its popularity, 

but these guys take the more difficult “high road” by growing and promoting what’s more appropriate per 

the soil and, especially, the mild climate.  Syrah, with a little help from two other Ballard Canyon-

preferring inhabitants, is speaking with a cooler climate accent here; resplendent with blackberries and 

smoked meats and white pepper.  I imagine the Sangiovese is adding some red fruit syrup, while Grenache 

brings the cherry pie.  All in all, La Cuadrilla is DELISH once again!        

 

22.49 / 20.24 for all members 



                                                  

 The Wine Steward’s 

Wine 

Adventurer’s 
W I N E   C L U B 

November 2021 

 

 

WINE:  2018 Badia di Morrona ‘TANETO’  
 

SOURCE:  Tuscany, Italy 
 

GRAPES:  70% Syrah, 15% Merlot,  

                   15% Sangiovese 

 

 

STYLE:  Haunting 
 

 

 

FOOD:  Proteins, plain & simple! 
 

 

How “Super” Can You Get? 
  

I’m not big on the wine category name “Super Tuscan.”  What an un-Italian moniker for those 

monumental (often monumentally-priced) expressions of that famous region!  The term doesn’t really 

explain anything either, nor are there any rules enforcing its making – except that the wine come from 

Tuscany.  I guess that’s kind of the idea; this is one of Europe’s most famous rule avoiders; a rebel that may 

or may not include any of Tuscany’s signature Sangiovese. 

 

What am I big on?  The way a good Super Tuscan somehow exemplifies the scents and flavors of Tuscany, 

regardless of price tag and mixture.  There should be Tuscan-like precision; a balance between strong 

flavors buoyed by brilliant acidity.  There should be a true-to-Tuscan-wine-type “size” happening; a 

richness of character prized over cocktail wine prodigiousness.  There should be – to my wine mind – an 

oh-so-Tuscan sense of sottobosco.  Somewhat like the Rhone Valley’s catch-all descriptor of “garrigue,” 

sottobosco connotes underbrush and all the imagined features of that idea. 

 

‘Taneto’ gives me that, so very honestly, even if it can’t be called “Chianti Classico” or “Vino Nobile di 

Montepulciano” . . . and now I’m hungry.       
 

 

23.99 / 21.59 for wine club members 

 

 



WINE:  2019 Baron Ermengaud  

 

SOURCE:  Faugères, France 

 

GRAPES:  80% Syrah, 10% Grenache,  

              5% Mourvèdre, 5% Carignan 

 

ATTITUDE:  Purity, Balance, Elegance, Characterful Flavor! 

 

FOOD:  Meats of all kinds, grilled or otherwise 

              AND Thanksgiving Dinner! 
 

 

 

 

a PERFECT wine 
 

With such an adamant declaration I’m definitely placing myself squarely in your crosshairs of criticism.  

We all have our personal notions of what “Perfect” means, as that pertains to wine.  You think this red is 

less than perfect?  So shoot me . . . after I’ve made my case. 
 

This is “Perfect” for surprising me, as all great wines should.  I’m surprised by liquid elegance hailing from 

a wine region heretofore better-known for rusticity.  Along with neighbors Saint-Chinian, Minervois, and 

Corbieriès, the Languedoc subregion Faugerès has often produced inexpensive yet untamed bottlings; 

funky for their Brettanomyces (an uninvited yeast often shacking up in old, unkept cellars) and / or 

oxidation issues.  Faugères, you’ve come a long way, Baby! 
 

This is “Perfect” for its balance; for what it is NOT.  It is NOT awkwardly alcoholic.  It is NOT 

deliberately enriched a la some of The Prisoner maker’s foreign projects.  NOR is it light and overly-

evasive.  It is enough, and not too much.  Well-structured but NOT overly tannic.  Fresh with its acidity 

but NOT aggressively acidic.  This wine has beautiful, lithe, and uninterrupted “flow”. 
 

This is “Perfect” for its price considering what it says in eloquent fragrance and complex flavor, and how it 

feels.  – And how it stimulates the intellect with its geography lesson and “Other than California” 

character. 
 

Having made my case – and before you shoot me – I’d like to point out the uniqueness of the winery’s 

treatment of the 80% Syrah component:  Carbonic maceration was employed – not for a several-week 

duration per Beaujolais Nouveau, but for just 10-12 days pre-crush.  This sealed-up whole cluster setting 

enhanced the blue-purple fruit you’re enjoying.  Even as I mentioned “Other than California” qualities, I 

must qualify that by pointing out Stolpman Vineyards, represented by BOTH of this month’s California 

Wine Lovers Club bottlings, will often apply such a treatment to its Syrahs and other varieties.  Happy 

Thanksgiving!   
 

21.99 / 19.79 for Wine Club Members 



 

 

The Wine Steward’s 

 ‘Here ‘n There’  

White Wine 
W I N E   C L U B 

November 2021 
 

 

  

 

 

WINE:  2020 Viña Sol by Bodegas Tores    

 

SOURCE:  Origen Mediterráneo, Spain 

 

GRAPES:  80% Garnacha Blanc / 20% Parellada 

 

ATTITUDE:  Lush and Refreshing 

 

FOOD:  Ceviche, Grilled Shrimp, Oysters 

A BIT LIKE A BETTER-KNOWN MEDITERRANEAN WHITE 

The broad geographical designation “Origen Mediterráneo” is unfairly vague but perhaps required based on 

an unconventional bringing-together of this white’s two ingredients.  Let’s help you out by saying we’re 

taking you to eastern Spain’s very independently-thinking (and speaking) Catalonia / Catalunya.  Its capital 

is Mediterranean-adjacent Barcelona, and if you board a train in that city’s center you can be in “Cava 

Country” in a mere thirty minutes.  The wine region is generally called “Penedes” and the sparkling wine 

from here features three white grapes in particular:  Macabeo, Xarel-lo, and one of this wine’s inhabitants, 

Parellada.  Just south of here and right next to the remarkably scenic wine land of Priorat is the actual 

birthplace of Garnacha Blanca (Grenache Blanc), Terra Alta. 
 

So, my question is:  What’s so “unconventional” about blending two of Eastern Spain’s most important 

white grapes?!  Come on, you over-legislating wine authorities:  Shouldn’t this oh-so-location-

representative blend be called something more place-specific than “Origen Mediterráneo”?  Why don’t we 

extend that reasoning a bit farther, call it “Del Mundo,” and get it over with?!! 
 

But now I will take a deep breath and calm down for a final, rational thought: 
 

In effect, this lovely little Viña Sol IS truly “Mediterráneo.”  I believe it shares a spiritual connection to 

another Mediterranean-adjacent wine called Picpoul de Pinet.  This wine, simultaneously juicy and nervy 

with acidity, emulates that French one – or the other way around.  Both do amazingly with shellfish.  Both 

conjure up scenes of beach umbrellas and suntanned bodies sporting Speedos (or nothing at all).  How 

Mediterranean can you get?!               

15.99 / 14.39 for all wine club members 



 

 

 

 

 

WINE:  2020 Santadi ‘Villa Solais’    
 

SOURCE:  Sardegna, Italy 
 

GRAPES:  100% Vermentino 
 

ATTITUDE:  Tongue-Tantalizing Tang 
 

FOOD:  Salads & Seafood  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

NOT YOUR FIRST VERMENTINO RODEO? 

 

. . . Probably not, if you’ve been hanging around TWS for the last two years or so.  We have made a 

conscious decision to place this white varietal squarely in your sights, often carrying two or more 

renditions of Vermentino at a time on our crowded shelves.   

 

While it’s also grown as “Rolle” in Provence and Corsica, Vermentino especially proliferates in two Italian 

wine regions.  We see a lot of it from western Tuscany where it tends to happen as a rounder-bodied 

exhibition of white fruits and green melons.  Where it seems to REALLY demonstrate a sense of location, 

though, is on the island of Sardegna / Sardinia.   

 

The difference between a Tuscan Vermentino and a proper Sardegnan rendition?  A tangy sense of BRINE.  

Yes, somehow the vineyard-adjacent sea especially makes itself known in these bottlings, making the wine 

especially suitable for other products therefrom – meaning SEAFOOD! 

 

Villa Solais is not the most expensive or exotic of our annual parade of Vermentinos (in fact, I think it’s 

our least expensive) but it remains fully representative of the type.  Enjoy!       

 

16.99 / 15.29 for all wine club members 
 

 

 

 



 

The Wine Steward’s 

Tuesday 

Night 
W I N E   C L U B 

November 2021 

 
        

 

WINE:  2017 ‘5G’ by Bodegas Torres 
 

SOURCE:  Campo de Borja, Spain 
 

 

GRAPES:  100% Garnacha 
  

ATTITUDE:  Intense Fruit, Sassy Spice  
 

FOOD:  All things grilled (smoke & char)       
 

“GARNACHA for the PEOPLE!” 
 

We in America may be more familiar with this grape’s other name – Grenache - since many learned about 

southern French wines before the importer/missionary preached the gospel of “Wine Spain.”  That said, 

perhaps “Garnacha” should be the more familiar term, with Tradition dictating the grape came from here.  

“Tradition” may be undergoing a correction (stay tuned) as some are now insisting its origins are Sardinian.  

Spain’s ancient involvement with that now-Italian island may have caused an original Garnacha migration? 
 

No matter:  Northeastern Spain is one of the world’s most Garnacha-devoted locations in the world, 

particularly the high elevation regions of Cariñena, Calatayud, and Campo de Borja.  This bottling comes 

from the latter, sourced from five Torres-owned plots of older vines and treated with barely a twig of oak 

(only 10% of ‘5G’ saw a minimal barrel experience).  Location and varietal are the twin messages here; 

wood is but a rumor. 
 

If you were to reduce the Spanish wine experience down to two grape varieties you’d be discussing 

Tempranillo and Garnacha.  While both are grown throughout the country and occur at price points low 

and high, I’d suggest Tempranillo is this country’s “noble” grape while Garnacha is its more down-to-earth 

plebeian; a wine needing little or no gussying-up with oak, honestly and directly delivering the message of 

its old vine sourcing . . . Garnacha is for those nights when “putting on airs” is laid aside in favor of warm 

embraces, good jokes, and hearty, simply delicious food.  Let’s just say it can be a little more “real”! 
 

And we “REALLY” like this example from the great Spanish winemaking family of Torres!         
 

16.49 / 14.84 for all wine club members 



  

 

 

WINE:  2018 Yalumba ‘Y Series’ Cabernet Sauvignon 

 

SOURCE:  South Australia  

 

GRAPES:  100% Cabernet Sauvignon, perhaps 

 

ATTITUDE:  Remarkably RIGHT per the price 

 

FOOD:  Shiitakes over Risotto  

 

 

 

 

 

EYE WIDENING 
   

I try a lot of wine. 
 

My current weekly tasting regimen includes at least a hundred impressions served up by many a hopeful 

vendor.  Anything remotely valid-tasting gets registered in a notebook for later reference.  Maybe this 

sounds like fun.  Sometimes it still is, because even now I’m still subject to the element of surprise.   
 

Surprise can happen in the form of a grape variety that’s brand new to me.  I could try new wines for the 

rest of my life and this surprise could still happen with regularity based on HOW MANY different obscure 

varieties and varietals are out there ready to pounce toward my proffered wine glass. 
 

It can happen when something that tastes expensive ends up costing less than expected; that always hoped-

for bargain. 
 

It can happen when a particular plate of food miraculously turns a hitherto-under-regarded bottling into 

something far more than just valid. 
 

Surprise happened HERE with this Australian Cabernet when my mouth and that of my pouring vendor 

made the unspoken “Whoa!” shape.  We were both impressed, simultaneously.  Did choirs of angels sing?  

No.  Did the earth’s orbit adjust?  Come on.   
 

What happened when we tasted Yalumba was a very nice surprise per what we were alternatively 

expecting.  Here, suddenly, was an honest Cabernet experience at a very honest price – and that doesn’t 

happen too often these days!  Surprise!!            
 

13.99 / 12.59 for ALL wine club members 


